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As the cities, counties, and states slowly begin to work towards a new normal, 
many businesses are wondering what, exactly, normal now looks like. Whether 
your business has been shut down in recent weeks, or operating under new 
policies and procedures, you are likely still seeing repercussions from massive 
shelter in place orders. Now is a great time to take stock and make some stra-
tegic decisions about what’s next for your business.

Don’t flatten your curve too much

The good news is that as other countries ease restrictions, they are reporting 
economic bounce backs happening at a faster rate than predicted. If the United 
States follows the same pattern, your business — and those of customers and 
vendors on whom you rely — may be ready for increased activity faster than 
you are anticipating. 

What does that mean? Evaluate the cutbacks you’ve made recently. Are you 
keeping fewer supplies in stock? Have you cut back on seasonal marketing 
efforts? Have you canceled or suspended services that make it easier to manage 
your business? Now might be the perfect time to revisit those decisions. In addi-
tion to positioning yourself to be ready to go when demand for your business 
starts to return, many of your vendors or partners might be offering great deals 
you can take advantage of now.

For more information, visit www.linxup.com or call 1-877-732-4980
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Check your flexibility

This pandemic has been a learning experience for everyone. Take this time to 
evaluate what lessons you’ve been taught. Was your business too reliant on a 
particular sector or service? Can you start to expand?

One HVAC company we talked to revised their seasonal service protocols during 
this time. To minimize the need to enter houses, they dropped off supplies, 
produced instructional materials for changing filters, and created a checklist 
of steps for customers to test their AC systems. Meanwhile, technicians were 
still able to perform their usual services on equipment outside of homes. As 
a result, they saw only a minimal dip in the normal level of appointments, and 
were able to fit more appointments in each day.

If your business took a hit during this time, take a closer look at why. You may 
see opportunities to change the way you handle normal appointments, oppor-
tunities with a new customer base that wasn’t as affected by the crisis, or just 
ways to be more efficient.

Consider whether your old normal still works

Businesses like repeatable patterns. If something has always worked, keep 
doing it. Take this time to consider what has worked well when you were forced 
to adapt.

Many businesses are discovering that working remotely has been easier than 
they thought. Cloud-based software solutions might be a much smaller invest-
ment than rent on larger office space. With tools like GPS tracking, you can 
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keep an eye on the locations of employees, handle dispatching to customer 
calls from your mobile device, and eliminate the need for yard checks with after 
hours use alerts.

Also consider what a new normal might look like for your customers. For 
instance, if your business relies heavily on cleaning or landscaping for offices, 
check in with those customers on their future plans for those spaces.

Think like a new business

When you started your business, how did you establish trust? How did you con-
vince customers to give you a chance? It’s time to dust off those efforts and 
approach your business with new vigor.

Don’t assume that everyone is in shut down mode. Your customers may have 
cut back on your services during this time, but so have customers for your com-
petitors. Don’t slow down marketing efforts at this time. Proactively reach out 
to existing customers with messages that show you are prepared to adapt to 
what their needs are now. Make the sales calls you may have delayed. Consider 
introductory or welcome back offers to make skittish customers feel comfort-
able trying or resuming business.

Wherever you find your business right now—temporarily shuttered, operating 
under modifications, or proceeding as normal—the world around you has 
changed. Proactive steps now will go far to making sure the months ahead are 
not just about recovery, but prosperity.
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